Premier Ultra® Burnished Masonry Units

Premier Ultra® Burnished Masonry Units are the optimal solution for concrete masonry construction. Their ground surface reveals a mix of natural aggregates that offers exceptional durability and refined beauty.
Strength Meets Sophistication

Premier Ultra® Burnished Masonry Units are the optimal solution for concrete masonry construction. Their ground surface reveals a mix of natural aggregates that offers exceptional durability and refined beauty.

Manufactured to have high fire resistance ratings and to withstand abuse, Premier Ultra® Burnished Masonry Units are specified for a multitude of exterior and interior applications. Adding to their design versatility, units are manufactured in structural load-bearing, full and thin veneer units.

Premier Ultra® Burnished Masonry Units are the high-performing construction material of choice for discriminating architects and designers around the country.

To view all available shapes and sizes, please refer to our Masonry Designer’s Catalog or our Concrete Masonry - Unit Shapes and Sizes Guide.
Advantages of Burnished Masonry

- High durability
- Fire protection
- Low maintenance
- Shorter lead times
- Competitive pricing
- Resistant to mold, weather and fire
- Cost-effective one-step installation
- Variety of sizes and shapes, including oversize, and full and thin veneers
- Color and surface grinding consistency
- Incredible structural strength
Color Options  Premier Ultra® Burnished Masonry Units

An Economical and Elegant Choice
Premier Ultra® Burnished Masonry Units were designed with project versatility and boldness in mind. Burnished units are integrally colored and their surface is ground smooth to reveal natural aggregates for a result that replicates the look of hand cut stone or granite for a fraction of the cost. Additionally, our manufacturing capabilities further accentuate the timeless beauty of natural aggregates and elevate a project with sophisticated character.

Burnished Colors

- **Dawn** (63-240A)
- **Dusk** (63-243A)
- **Firebrush** (63-215A)
- **Quiet Beach** (63-241A)
- **Sunrise** (63-242A)
- **Burnt Ember** (63-250B)
- **Deep Earth** (63-252B)
- **Echo** (63-251B)
- **Honeycomb** (63-216B)
- **Moonbeam** (63-214B)
- **Twilight** (63-210B)
- **Galaxy** (63-239C)
- **North Star** (63-222C)
- **Sea Salt** (63-218C)
- **Solstice** (63-219C)

Letter following color name denotes pricing level.
Colors, product data, and availability are subject to change without notice. Please confirm all details with a County Materials representative for availability in your area. Colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection.